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Luggage Superstore brings the creation of the Skyflite Profile to the online
store.

For luggage with a difference Luggage Superstore has brought the hardside Profile.

Kent (PRWEB UK) 19 January 2013 -- The Skyflite Profile is pure inspiration on its creative pattern that
somewhat reminds Luggage Superstore of stained glass paintings. The explosion of colours are vibrantly put
together to produce an image that would certainly make heads turn.

The hard sided case comes on 4 wheels so it brings the benefit of ease of mobility with its good looks. The case
comes in three sizes of cabin size (55cm), then a medium (67cm) and a larger case (77cm). The internal is fully
lined with branded padded interior. There are internal compression straps and organiser pockets. These cases
can nest together for easy storage. This Polycarbonate case has an impact resistant moulded shell.
The Skyflite range proves to fall in line with modern designs and definitely is a trendy fashion look for anyone
wishing to be individual with their travel. The advantage to this range is that is has the cabin size also, so this
beauty can follow you all the way on to the plane. This colourful case is also at a very affordable cost on
Luggage Superstore’s online store.

Skyflite brings over fifty years of luggage experience with its name and is continually proving to move with the
times and needs of holiday consumers.

Luggage Superstore’s established site is in West Kingsdown, Kent. Their aim is providing competitive prices of
the highest quality luggage and top calibre Customer Service for online luggage shopping.Luggage Superstore
recommends Samsonite Luggage.
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Contact Information
Trina Chee-a-kwai
Luggage Superstore
http://www.luggagesuperstore.co.uk
01474854666

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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